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FAA STCs G100UL
Finally, the long awaited stamp of approval

On September 1, Warren Morningstar, AOPA Pilot Video Executive Producer, conducted a video interviewed with
GAMI Chief Engineer George Braly to congratulate and question him, for the pilot community, the details about
GAMI development of G100UL nonleaded fuel.
George Braly began by thanking the entire aviation community, AOPA, its members, for supporting GAMI during
this long-long process. He gave a big shout-out to Mark Baker, CEO and President of AOPA for his undying efforts in
getting the FAA to issue the STC and people within the FAA particularly at Wichita MIDO that “got it done right”.
The bottom line is; the STC applies to every spark ignition piston engine found
anywhere in the FAA database. It means G100UL is a drop in no-lead fuel replacement
approved for everything from your J-3, to the huge Pratt &Whitney R-2800 Double
Wasp 2,400hp engines on a DC-6 operating in Alaska. Braly said, it will work fine in
your lawn mower and boat motor. It mixes well with any 100LL still in your tanks,
and in the FBO fuel tanks, as well.
Testing was extensive. G100UL proved normal or better operation than 100LL at
very high ramp heat, with hot engine and hot fuel to very cold to minus 80 and high
altitude. No issues found in either extreme. After G100UL sat for 3 – 4 years in barrels
left over from ERAU extensive testing in a training aircraft, the barrels went back and the fuel tested just fine by
GAMI. Therefore, if your hangar queen sits for long periods G100UL will be the same as it went in. He said this
would be the end of cleaning plugs. Water separates just as it does with 100LL during preflight.
The cost of the STC will be listed on an online portal within a few weeks. The cost will likely be similar to the price
of the Mogas STC. Once the website is up and running, people can locate their engine and purchase the STC.
“G100UL avgas will expand nationally over a period of a few years at a pace driven by the rate at which the
production and distribution infrastructure can be put in place,” said Braly. “The first customers for the fuel are likely to
be entities like flight schools. From there, the fuel will gradually become widely available as production of distribution
infrastructure is developed.” The 26-minute video interview here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zn4IU87CEMo


Animal Rescue
Sheltair Offers Fuel Discounts to Rescue Flights

Sheltair Aviation has partnered with animal rescue charity Pilots N Paws to assist with the costs associated with
rescue flights. The announcement made in recognition of International Dog Day, August 26. Sheltair, Headquartered in
Florida; one of five states that together account for 50 percent of all animal euthanasia in the U.S.
Since its founding in 2008, Pilots N Paws, a registered 501(C)(3) nonprofit organization, members have saved the
lives of more than 200,000 animals by flying them to areas with no-kill shelters. The charity has more than 6,000
aviation-related volunteers, and through the agreement with Sheltair, its registered volunteer pilots will be assigned
digital cards to present at the FBO customer service desks to receive fuel discounts when flying rescue missions.
Sheltair president Lisa Holland said, “As a family-owned company, we recognize the significance of pets as
beloved members of our homes,” adding that saving animals has been important to her ever since she adopted her own
rescue dog. “Sheltair looks forward to contributing animal saving efforts in our communities and across the
country.”
Sheltair
Pilots N Paws

MAPA General Membership Meeting
For your calendar

The annual general membership meeting will be Thursday, November 10 at the FIT Aviation, KMLB. As usual,
the social with refreshments begins at 6:00pm. The meeting will begin at 6:45pm with a brief business meeting
including a treasury report, association status and election of volunteer officers and directors for 2023.
We are working on the speaker. 

Piper Electric Aircraft
Partnered with CAE for the electrified Archer

In case you missed it, Piper Aircraft announced at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2022 that it has partnered with CAE to
develop a conversion kit via a Supplemental Type Certificate for in-service Piper Archer® (PA-28-181) aircraft,
enabling the two companies to bring an electric variant option of the Piper to market.
CAE Inc. (formerly Canadian Aviation Electronics) is a Canadian manufacturer of simulation technologies,
modelling technologies and training services to airlines, aircraft manufacturers, healthcare specialists, and defense
customers. Founded in 1947, and has manufacturing operations and training facilities in 35 countries. In 2017, the
company’s annual revenue was $2.705 billion (CAD).
CAE will convert two-thirds of its Archer series training fleet and will be the first to develop a curriculum for new
pilots to train on the operation of electric aircraft. Piper and CAE have agreed to work together on the development of
an electrical conversion kit for third parties, and intend to develop the training and support services required for the
operation of electrified Piper Archer aircraft.
“Piper Aircraft has been a longstanding trusted partner for our flight training operations, and we are very pleased to
have them join us in this leap forward for the sustainable future of aviation,” said Marc Parent, CAE’s President and
CEO. 
Piper Aircraft

Woman gets prison term for ruckus aboard a flight
Another is awaiting sentencing

Federal prosecutors said a New York woman has been sentenced to four months in prison because of an altercation on
a flight from Dallas to Los Angles causing the flight to divert to Phoenix. According to authorities, two women in first
class were involved in the altercation with crewmembers and each woman assaulted a passenger during the flight.
The FBI and Phoenix police investigated the case and the two women were indicted for disorderly conduct for
verbally and physically assaulting other passengers and crewmembers. The 30-year-old resident of the Bronx has been
ordered to pay nearly $9,200 restitution to American Airlines because of the incident. Following her prison sentence,
she will serve three years of supervised release.
The second women pleaded guilty and will be sentenced in November. 
Abcnews.go.com

MAPA Fuel Discount at FIT Aviation
ICYMI

It has come to our attention that non-members have tried purchasing fuel at FIT Aviation at the MAPA discount price.
MAPA has had an excellent working relationship with FIT Aviation since we formed this association in March 2004.
Please, let’s not screw it up.
If the airplane is a partnership, co-owned, club owned, company owned, or loaned to a friend, ONLY a member can
purchase discounted fuel at FIT Aviation. Leaving the card in the airplane for others to use does not work. This
discount is not valid to non-member pilots, friends, partners, co-owners, other club members, or the fella that taxied in
with you. If you are a current member of MAPA and have a valid card with you, you will get the discount, as long as
the discount lasts.
Therefore, so we do not lose a very nice member benefit, please remember ONLY current members can purchase
fuel at a discount at FIT Aviation. One member said, for him one top off pays for a membership.
Membership in MAPA is $15 annually and joining this late in the year membership will be valid through 2023.
Thank you for your cooperation,  MAPA Board
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Sunwing Airlines
A new vacation airline in town

On December 10, 2022, Sunwing Airlines a Canadian low-cost airline headquartered in Toronto, Ontario (CYYZ)
will begin seasonal service to KMLB. The airline is part of Sunwing Travel Group that offer scheduled, charter
services and all-inclusive vacations packages from eastern Canada to destinations within the U.S., Mexico, the
Caribbean, Central and South America, during winter.
Plans are to serve Melbourne three days per week, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays thru the last week of April.
The Sunwing fleet consists is Boeing 737-800 aircraft and they serve 73 destinations. Non-stop service planned for
Melbourne and three Canadian destinations, Toronto, Ontario, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Details between Sunwing and KMLB staff are in the mill and a firm announcement should follow soon. Unlike the
previous service between Toronto and Melbourne by Porter Airlines, using De Havilland Dash 8 Q400 aircraft, the 737
should reduce flight time well over an hour.
An addendum: The Hunter family owns Sunwing Group. Germany’s TUI Group the other 49 percent. In March,
WestJet Group parent of WestJet Airlines headquartered in Calgary, Alberta, announced a deal to buy Sunwing
Airlines and Sunwing Vacations, to bolster its presence in the holiday tour market as competition among Canadian
carriers heats up. Financial terms of the agreement, were not disclosed. WestJet is the second-largest Canadian
airline, behind Air Canada. 
Sunwing

SAF a replacement for Jet A
What is it?

We hear more and more about SAF aviation fuel, but what is it?

SAF is a low-carbon alternative to conventional

fossil jet fuel. Here it is briefly.
It is an aviation biofuel produced from sustainable feedstocks and is very similar in its chemistry to traditional
fossil jet fuel like Jet A. Sustainable aviation fuel is certified as being sustainable by a third-party organization.
Some typical feedstocks used are cooking oil, mustard seeds, soybeans, non-edible oils from animals or plants,
solid waste from homes and businesses, such as packaging, paper, textiles, and food scraps that would otherwise go to
landfill or incineration. Other potential sources include forestry waste, such as waste wood, and energy crops,
including fast growing plants and algae.
Using SAF results in a reduction of up to 80% in carbon emissions over fossil jet fuel. The International Air
Transport Association (IATA) considers it a key element to reducing the carbon footprint within the environmental
impact of aviation. Aviation biofuel could help decarbonize medium and long haul air travel generating most
emissions, and could extend the life of older aircraft types by lowering their carbon footprint.  Aviation-biofuel

Boom Supersonic
Rolls-Royce backs out of engine deal with Boom Supersonic

Boom Supersonic will need to look for a new partner for the power to push its “Overture” their commercial passenger
jet, to its targeted 1.7 Mach. For reasons not all that clear, Rolls-Royce withdrew from its contract with the Boom
Supersonic.
In 2020, the two companies agreed to work together to identify a propulsion system that would fit the airframe of
Boom Overture design. After delivering a series of design concepts, Rolls-Royce backed out.
This may put a kink in targeted dates. Planned were first fight 2026 and passenger travel beginning 2029 with New
York to London in 3:30H in lieu of 6:30H as it is today. The search for an engine replacement will likely be limited to
Pratt & Whitney, GE Aviation or Safran a French aerospace engine manufacturer. These three engine manufacturers
have supersonic propulsion programs. The now defunct Aerion had selected GE to develop the engine for their “AS2”
supersonic corporate jet.
American Airlines has committed to purchase of 20 Overture airliners. United Airlines has signed a purchase
agreement for 15 Boom Overture Airliners. Japan Airline has an option for 20 aircraft in a preorder arrangement. In
addition, Boom and Northrup Grumman are working together for a military variant of the airliner. 
Boom
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Aviation History for October
Speedread or click the date
Oct. 1, 1942. First flight of the Bell XP-59 “Airacomet.”
Oct. 2, 1984. The US Navy awards McDonnell Douglas a $438M contract to develop the T-45 Goshawk
Oct. 3, 1967. William “Pete” Knight takes the X-15 to Mach 6.72 (4,543 mph) the fastest flight the X-15 will make.
Oct. 4, 2001. Eastern Air Lines Flight 375, an L-188 Electra, crashes on takeoff from Boston's Logan into Winthrop
Bay, after bird strikes 62 of 72 aboard die
Oct. 5, 1984. Launch: Space Shuttle Challenger STS-41-G. Mission: Earth Radiation Budget Satellite deployment;
First flight of two women in space Ride and Sullivan; First spacewalk by US woman, Kathryn Sullivan; First Canadian
in space Marc Garneau.
Oct. 6, 1973. Egypt and Syria launch air strikes on Israel, starting the Yom Kippur War. The conflict lasts 18 days.
Oct. 9, 1999 The Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird makes its final flight, completing a storied career setting a score of speed
and altitude records,
Oct. 10, 1972. The competitive fly-off between the Fairchild YA-10 and Northrop YA-9 begins, continuing to Dec. 9.
Oct. 11, 1984. Kathryn D. Sullivan becomes the first American woman to perform spacewalk aboard the Space
Shuttle Challenger.
Oct. 12, 1997. John Denver dies when the Long-EZ aircraft he was piloting crashed just off the coast shortly after
taking off from the Monterey Peninsula Airport.
Oct. 13, 1977. Four Palestinian members of the PFLP hijack Lufthansa Flight 181, a Boeing 737. They kill the
captain; German police commandos storm the aircraft, kill three hijackers, capture the fourth, no other casualties.
Oct. 14, 1962. A Lockheed U-2 reconnaissance flight over Cuba reveals the presence of launchpads for Medium
Range Ballistic Missiles, triggering the Cuban Missile Crisis
Oct. 16, 1972. A Cessna 310 carrying House Representative Nick Begich and majority leader Hale Boggs disappears
during a flight from Anchorage to Juneau, Alaska. A 39-day search is called off on November 24.
Oct. 18, 1993. Launch: Space Shuttle Columbia STS-58. Mission highlights Spacelab mission.
Oct. 19, 1977. Concorde made its first landing in New York City and for New Yorkers; it was love at first sight!
Oct. 21, 2009. Northwest Airlines Flight 188, an Airbus A320 with 149 people on board, lands in Minneapolis, MN,
an hour late after its pilots overshoot Minneapolis when they become distracted by a discussion of their schedules.
Oct. 22, 1992. Launch: Space Shuttle Columbia STS-52. Mission: LAGEOS II, microgravity
Oct. 23, 2007. Space Shuttle Discovery STS-120. Mission (ISS assembly flight): US Harmony module, crew rotation.
Oct. 24, 2003. Concorde makes its last scheduled commercial flight from New York JFK to London Heathrow,
landing in sequence with 2 other Concorde's in a spectacular but very sad finale to a wonderful 27 years of service.
Oct. 25, 1999. A Learjet 35 departs Orlando, to Dallas crashed after flying for almost four hours and 1,500 miles until
it ran out of fuel. Among the six people on board were golf star Payne Stewart and Bruce Borland.
Oct. 27, 1962. Despite Moscow orders to not engage reconnaissance flights, Major Rudolf Anderson pilot of U-2F is
shot down over Cuba by a SA-2 missile. Several pieces of shrapnel punctured the canopy and the pilot's partial
pressure suit and helmet, resulting in Anderson's immediate death.
Oct.28, 2006. Continental Airlines Flight 1883, a Boeing 757, mistakenly lands on a taxiway instead of a runway
at Newark Liberty International Airport. It rolls to a stop without incident. 154 people on board.
Oct. 29, 1998. Launch: Space Shuttle Discovery STS-95. Mission: SPACEHAB; John Glenn at 77 the oldest person
returns to space.
Oct. 30, 1977. Pan Am Flight 50, a 747SP named Clipper New Horizons (N533PA), lands back in San Francisco 54
hours 7 min 12 seconds after it left, thereby setting a new speed record for a round-the-world polar flight. Over 170
passengers paid $2222 (economy) to $3333 (first class) for the privilege of flying over the North and South Poles with
musicians, a hairdresser and a Gucci fashion show onboard. The flight also made stops in London, Cape Town and
Auckland along the way. Earlier that year, the same aircraft (though named Clipper Liberty Bell at the time) set a
speed record for circumnavigating the globe around the Equator.
Oct. 31, 1999. EgyptAir Flight 990, a Boeing 767 bound for Cairo, Egypt, crashes into the Atlantic Ocean off
Nantucket, MA, killing all 217 passengers and crew; the cause disputed: a deliberate suicide/homicide act by the relief
first officer according to the NTSB, vs. a Boeing mechanical flaw according to Egyptian aviation authorities.
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Preflight after Maintenance
Recognize the Risks

Post-maintenance flights are significantly elevated risk events. Make them day, VFR, solo, and only after a
meticulous preflight.
Tragic accidents have happened as the direct result of maintenance personnel who serviced or installed systems
incorrectly. Maintenance-related problems are one of the most deadly causes of accidents in general aviation.
Contributing to this is a pilot’s failure to identify maintenance discrepancies because of a lack of knowledge and
improper techniques used during the preflight of the aircraft. Learn how an advanced preflight can help you become
more aware of all the safety-related data on your aircraft, and focus on a more detailed approach to your preflight
inspection in the latest “Fly Safe” topic here medium.com/faa/advanced-preflight-after-maintenance-196e847b9f07.
Take a minute and watch Phil Dixon on preflight after maintenance click 57 Seconds to Safer Flying. 

Code 1 Aviation at KMLB
Warbird Maintenance and Restoration

Code 1 Aviation is pleased to announce we have opened a maintenance facility at Melbourne International Airport
(KMLB). “We’re excited to be offering Code 1’s high standards and expertise at a location convenient to many of our
customers,” said Nathan Jones, President of Code 1.
Code 1’s new facility will offer scheduled and unscheduled maintenance on L-39s and other warbirds, including
condition inspections, and other light maintenance. “We have one of our most experienced mechanics supervising
operations at our new Melbourne facility, so we are confident that warbird owners will receive our highest standard of
service,” continued Jones. Other locations are Rockford, IL, Gadsden, AL, and Carbondale, IL.
The name “Code 1” is derived from a military aviation term for an aircraft that is in perfect condition, and is ready
to fly with no discrepancies. It exemplifies the perfection and high level of quality that we try to bring to everything we
do. To schedule maintenance at any of Code 1’s four locations, call (815) 315-9715. 
Code1aviation.com

Canada Jetlines applies for permission to fly Florida routes
New discount vacation carrier eyeing KMLB

Startup airline Canada Jetlines completed its first passenger flight on September 22, 2022, with its orange, white and
blue Airbus A320 making the connection between Toronto and Calgary.
Canada Jetlines is a brand new discount start-up airline and filled with the US Department of Transportation (DOT)
for authority to fly to the USA. The Vancouver-based leisure carrier is “developing relationships with MelbourneOrlando and Sarasota Bradenton International airports for Florida service”, it says in a September 13 filing with DOT.
Current plans are to operate from Canada to several Florida destinations popular with Canadian tourists during the
winter. Service would likely be between November and April.  Flightglobal

Flight Check – Please Keep Your Distance
What goes into the process to inspect our nation’s complex air navigation systems? Perhaps you have heard the
“Flight Check” call sign and/or noticed an aircraft flying a non-standard traffic pattern, making low passes, or flying
many large arcs over an open field. While these maneuvers may appear strange to the casual observer, for the folks at
FAA’s Flight Program Operations team, these are highly calculated operations used to support their flight inspection
mission and ensure NAS integrity. To learn more about what Flight Check does, and how it matters to you, check out
the article “Flight Check – Please Keep Your Distance” at https://medium.com/faa/flight-check-please-keep-yourdistance-7f4c2cfc02d2.


FAA Launches New Interactive Fact Book
Calling all aviation enthusiasts! Interested in uncovering facts about the world of aerospace? From air traffic to
commercial space transportation to drones, check out the new interactive FAA Fact Book, a one-stop shop for data,
facts & visualizations. F or example, did you know that Florida has the most certificated pilots in the U.S. with more
than 75,000? Or that there are more than 6,000 heliports in the U.S. and 13 balloon ports? Read more about the FAA
Fact Book here: faa.gov/newsroom/faa-fact-book
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Welcome New Members
Alex Serge
Daniel Beime

Piedmont Rescues ExpressJet Pilots
Offers jobs for furloughed ExpressJet pilots

Piedmont Airlines announced its plans to offer jobs to ExpressJet pilots furloughed when ExpressJet shutdown
operations. Piedmont will invoke the “distressed carrier provision” in its Air Line Pilots Association-negotiated
contract, a provision that was added in 2021, and according to Piedmont’s website, “allows the company to offer pilots
at carriers deemed ‘distressed’ a safe haven for employment, including longevity-based pay and bonuses.” Other
incentives include contractual flow to American Airlines, expedited job offers, travel to Piedmont’s training center to
complete or resolved outstanding paperwork or background issues, and more.
Matt Kernan, Piedmont Airlines director of operations, said, “Piedmont added distressed carrier language to its
pilot contract last year before anticipating the fragility of some regional carriers after the pandemic. No one wants to
see an airline fail, ever. We know that ExpressJet pilots are well-trained aviators who know the Embraer 145, and we
are very pleased to make this transition as easy as possible for them.”
Piedmont Airlines operates a fleet of Embraer 145 regional jets under the American Eagle brand.  AOPA

Airline Delays and Cancellations
Organized Mayhem

When will it end? Industry analysts say airlines may not be fully caught up until 2024.

More than two years into the
Covid-19 pandemic, this was supposed to be the summer when the travel industry celebrated a comeback. Instead, the
peak tourist season has been marred by rampant flight disruptions and media headlines of “airport chaos”. For some it
has been a nightmare. Families stuck in terminals with little hope of getting to their destination on time.
Aviation experts say it will take a full year before some new pilots began coming on line. By far, the bigger
problem has been the pilot shortage. “We have a baby boomer generation that’s coming up to retirement, and that is
quite a big generation. So the industry is losing a lot of pilots who were, quite frankly, given offers to resign early
when flight levels were down.” According to Mark Baier, Aviation Expert. 
Businessinsider.com

Outtakes:
Two Air France pilots have been given a timeout by the airline after they had fisticuffs in the cockpit. Abcnews
L3Harris Technologies and Zhuhai Xiangyl Aviation are to explore production of flight sims in China. AviationWeek
Boeing to launch third CST-100 Starliner spacecraft with a pair of NASA astronauts aboard Feb.2023. AviationWeek
American Airlines placed 20 firm orders and 40 options for Boom Supersonic Overture airplanes. AviationWeek
With increased threat from Russia, the U.S. will donate 10 Venom and 10 Viper attack choppers. AviationWeek
The Army grounded 400 plus Boeing Vertol CH-47 choppers. Found fuel leaks and a fire risk.
Military
ExpressJet regional carrier ceased all flight ops files Chapter 11 Bankruptcy, furloughs 1,300 Pilots. Flying
The FAA has announced that it is responsible for less than half of all US air travel delays this year. Simpleflying
A group of American investors have acquired the financially troubled MD Helicopters [Macdonald-Douglas once
Hughes Aircraft]. MD Helicopters had recently filed Chapter 11. Defensenews
United Airlines has announced a $15 million investment in eVTOL company Eve Air Mobility at KMLB and a
conditional order for 200 four-seat electric aircraft plus 200 options, expecting the first deliveries as early as 2026. Eve
Air Mobility is an independent spin-off of Embraer’s U.S. subsidiary EmbraerX. CompositesWorld
NASA has added five more missions to SpaceX’s crew transportation services contract, bringing the total value for
14 flights to $14.9M. Aviationweek
French ATC strikes leads to thousands of cancelled flights to continue thru September in a row over pay. Aviationnews
FAA grounds Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin after one of its rockets with an empty crew capsule blew up one minute after
launch. AvWeb
FAA denied Republic Airways' request to reduce the 1,500hrs requirement to 750hrs for new pilots if they attend
the airline’s training school. NBAA
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“Say Again”
.

“There I was”
The Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) publishes monthly their popular safety newsletter “Callback” written
by pilots, controllers or aviation personnel and encourages reproduction as lessons learned. To protect anonymity the
narratives are cleansed.

The Green Half-Mile
This C152 pilot experienced a common assortment of hazardous, hot weather factors that combined to produce an
insidious, but predictable situation and potential disaster.
 After landing at MRC for fuel, we elected to take off using the grass runway. The winds had been relatively calm,
and despite training numerous soft field takeoffs and landings for private and commercial ratings, we had never
actually used a grass runway. We spoke with some of the regulars in the FBO, who said that the turf condition was
good, and they provided some tips for using that particular field. We had two pilots in the aircraft, which put the C152
within 3 pounds of maximum gross weight when full of fuel. We back-taxied the length of the field to reposition and
test the smoothness of the turf. At the end, we turned a 180 and conducted a rolling takeoff without coming to a stop.
The plane reached rotation speed after about 1,000 feet (1,800 feet available), but on
climbout, it became apparent that we would not clear the power lines and trees on the
far side of the airport. With no more power to give, the aircraft already in clean
configuration, and the stall horn starting to sound, I cut power and put the plane back on the runway, resulting in the
plane coming to a stop in the grass after the end of the turf runway across Runway 24 and the taxiway. There was no
damage to the plane or facility, or any injuries, but we were definitely two shaken up pilots after a close call.
A combination of factors contributed, most of which were related to operating at maximum gross weight on a hot
summer day. Application of soft field considerations (not coming to a stop) over short field considerations (max power
before releasing brakes) reduced the amount of available runway to less than full length.
The performance charts indicate we needed a total of 2,020 feet to clear a 50-foot obstacle with approximately 1,000
feet of ground roll. We had 1,800 feet of runway plus another 900 to 1,000 feet of clear climbout space before the first
obstacle, which should have been more than adequate, but was not enough on that day.
We suspect the combination of flying a 40-year-old airplane with pilots relatively new to the C152 also significantly
reduced aircraft performance from the best-case numbers in the published charts. The lesson learned is that when
close to the margins on gross weight and high-density altitude, always take the longest runway winds will allow. 
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Accident Report
Accident reports are provided by the NTSB and offered here as an educational tool, intended to help pilots learn from
the misfortunes of others.
On June 14, 2015, at 0746 CDT, a Piper PA32-300, N2966X, experienced an inflight break up and collision with trees
and terrain near Cuba, MO. The instrument rated private pilot, and one canine passenger were fatally injured and the
airplane destroyed. The pilot was on a personal flight to Creve Coeur Airport (1H0) St. Louis MO, IMC prevailed and
the flight on an IFR flight plan. The pilot departed Branson West Municipal Airport (FWB), Branson, MO, at 0701 and
was en route to the Creve Coeur Airport (1H0), St. Louis, MO. Prior to departure, at 0456, the pilot requested and
received an FAA DUATS 'Low Altitude Weather Brief' for the accident flight.
Enroute the pilot was in radar and radio contact with the Kansas City ARTCC. The recording
revealed that the accident airplane was in cruise flight at 5,000ft. At 0716:09 the pilot checked in
with the ARTCC controller who stated, "moderate to extreme precipitation from your 10 o'clock to
2 o'clock position beginning in 50 miles, about 30 miles in diameter." The pilot acknowledged the
information and stated that he would communicate with ARTCC and that he had "a scope
onboard". About 30 minutes later, at 0745:16 the pilot stated to the controller that he was in the
middle of the precipitation and was not experiencing any bumps. He also stated that his Stormscope was showing some
returns to the right of his position and seeing "a little bit on NEXRAD."
At 0746, ARTCC lost radar contact with the airplane and after multiple attempts, was unable to make radio contact.
ARTCC attempted to relay communication through another airplane in the area; all attempts were unsuccessful.
The 54-year-old pilot held a private certificate with ASEL ratings and instrument airplane. On September 24, 2014,
the pilot was issued a Class III medical certificate with the limitation that he must have glasses available for near
vision. On the application, the pilot reported his total flight experience included 1,175 hours and 60 hours in the
previous six months. On November 21, 2014, the FAA issued the pilot a time limited Special Issuance Certificate
which was valid until September 30, 2015; the pilot was treated for sleep apnea. A review of the logbook revealed, as
of May 26, 2015, he had logged 1,203.1 total hours; about 1,048 were in the accident airplane, and 3.7 hours in the
preceding 90 days. On March 7, 2014, the pilot completed a BFR and an IPC in the accident airplane. Since the BFR,
he logged 11.3 hours in actual IFR and two ILS and one GPS approach.
A review of the FAA radar data revealed the accident airplane made a right descending turn during the final
moments of the flight. One witness reported the accident airplane was above the tree line with pieces of the airplane
falling toward the ground. The airplane's nose was pointed southeast and the airplane spun as it descended. The
airplane continued below the tree line and out of sight, and then a loud crash sound heard immediately after. Another
witness heard the airplane, but initially could not make visual contact because of the low clouds. The airplane
descended through the clouds and the witness noticed a wing falling separately along with other parts of the airplane.
Weather radar imagery from KLSX, St. Louis, MO, between 0722 and 0746, depicted moderate to high reflectivity
northeast of and directly in the flight path of the accident airplane. The reflectivity features were consistent with
convective activity. As the airplane flew past the first area of reflectivity (between 0742 and 0745), it made a right turn
in front of an area categorized by moderate-high reflectivity that had been moving southeast into the flight path of the
accident airplane. At the accident airplane's final recorded position, the airplane was in a small area void of reflectivity.
There were no convective or non-convective SIGMET advisories active for the accident location at the accident
time. Two AIRMET advisories were active for the state of Missouri for altitudes below 10,000ft for the accident time.
The wreckage distribution, signatures and the witnesses' reports were consistent with an in-flight breakup. A review
of the weather and radar data showed that, during the final moments of the flight, the airplane made a right, descending
turn near an area of moderate-to-high thunderstorm activity, which can include extreme updrafts and downdrafts.
Although the turn did not occur within a convective storm cell, it occurred in an area that would have been very
dynamic and surrounded by hazardous weather conditions. This encounter with thunderstorm activity likely led to the
pilot's loss of airplane control and the exceedance of the airplane's design limits and its subsequent in-flight breakup.
Further, based on the pilot's communication with the air traffic controller, he was attempting to use onboard weather
radar to maneuver through an area of storms that he should not have been flying through in the first place. Examination
of the engine and airframe revealed no preimpact mechanical malfunctions or anomalies that would have precluded
normal operation.
The NTSB determines the probable cause(s) of this accident to be: The pilot's continued flight into thunderstorm
activity, which resulted in his loss of airplane control, the exceedance of the airplane's design limits, and its subsequent
in-flight breakup. Contributing to the accident was the pilot's reliance on onboard weather equipment to navigate
through severe weather.
✈
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Mystery Airplane
Can you identify this airplane?

First prize is bragging rights
Email your answer to email@mlbpilots.org

Congratulation to Wes Yockey, and John Twitchell for identifying the September mystery airplane as the North
American Aviation T-28 Trojan. North American built 1,948 T-28s during a production run from 1950 to 1957 that
included half dozen variants. It became the primary trainer with USAF, USN, Marine Corps and Coast Guard from
1952 to 1984. Since, it has become a popular Warbird on the civilian market.
Designed as a replacement to the equally now popular World War II, T-6 that
had been in service since the mid-1930s. The prototype XT-28 flew in September
1949. The first production T-28A delivered in 1950, had a Wright air-cooled
radial 800hp engine and a two-bladed prop. Of the 1,194 “A” models, most went
to the USAF. The U.S. Navy received 489 T-28Bs for land-based training that had
a Wright 1,425hp, three-bladed prop and a belly-mounted speed brake. The T-28C
had a shortened three-blade prop and tail hook for carrier ops with 299 delivered.
North American converted three T-28As prototypes to turbo-props with a
Lycoming 2,445shp engine in 1963 the YAT-28E, but that program cancelled
while in the experimental stage.
In 1962, eyes were on Southeast Asia and Vietnam. Pacific Airmotive (Pac-Aero) converted 321 T-28Bs to T-28D
“Nomad” for the USAF. These conversions were for counter-insurgency, reconnaissance, search and rescue, and
forward air controller duties. Inside the wings, ammo pans installed could be hooked-up to hardpoint-mounted gun
pods. These were effective weapons for close air support against enemy troops in Southeast Asia.
Fairchild Hiller converted 72 T-28Ds to AT-28D as an attack model for Close Air Support missions by the USAF
and allied Air Forces in Southeast Asia. Pilots nicknamed these “Tangos”. They were fitted with six underwing
hardpoints and the rocket-powered Stanley Yankee ejection seat.
T-28s were supplied to the South Vietnamese Air Force in support of ARVN ground operations, seeing extensive
service during the Vietnam War in VNAF hands, as well as the Secret War in Laos. A T-28 Trojan was the first US
fixed wing attack aircraft (non-transport type) lost in South Vietnam, during the Vietnam War.
Capt. Robert L. Simpson, USAF, and Lt. Hoa, SVNAF, were shot down by ground fire on August 28, 1962, while
flying Close Air Support. Neither crewman survived. The USAF lost 23 T-28s to all causes during the war, with the
last two losses occurring in 1968. In 1963, a Laotian Air Force T-28 piloted by Lt. Chert Saibory, a Thai national,
defected to North Vietnam. Saibory was imprisoned and his aircraft was impounded. Within six months, the NVAF
commissioned the T-28 into the North Vietnamese Air Force as its first fighter aircraft.
The CIA used the T-28s in the former Belgian Congo during the 1960s. France used locally re-manufactured
Trojans for air close support missions in Algeria. The Philippines utilized T-28s (colloquially known as "Tora-Toras")
during the 1989 Philippine coup attempt; the aircraft deployed often as dive-bombers by rebel forces.
No less than two-dozen countries, from Argentina to Zaire, had T-28s in service. If not airworthy now, in storage or
on display in a museum or as gate guards. About 300 have civilian registry in the U.S.
Civil registry “Big engine” versions of the T-28 (all except the A model) typically have a range of about 600nm.
Cruise 200kts, at 10,000 to 25,000’ at 26–28” MAP, and 1,850–2,000rpm and burn about 45gph. The ignition systems
adjusted to allow 100LL avgas in lieu of 130 octane leaded fuel originally specified.
In September 2011, a T-28 crashed while performing in an air show in Martinsburg, WV. 
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NOTAMS
A free service to members. MAPA does not
endorse any product or service offered.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Your membership dues are for the calendar year. If your dues are overdue, membership will expire on March 1 please
make your check payable to "MAPA" and mail to MAPA, P.O. Box 702, Melbourne, FL 32902. DUES REMAIN
$15. You can also renew through Pay Pal. Go to the MAPA website (mlbpilots.org) and click renew/join via Pay Pal.
You do not have to belong to Pay Pal. If you change your mailing or email address during the year please notify the
Secretary by mail or email: email@mlbpilots.org . Thanks. mlbpilots.org
MEMBER PROFILE
Please keep your member profile up-to-date, particularly your email address. Send any change to
email@mlbpilots.org. Complete your name and any changes you need to make. We need your correct email address
and any other information you would like us to have. All information stays with us. Guaranteed!
Sale, Trade, Swap, Good Deals, Rentals, Services, Wanted, & Freebee Stuff
If you have NOTAMs of interest for the members, e-mail your items to email@mlbpilots.org. Please notify us when
your ad is no longer required.

FIT Aviation Maintenance Facility. We are expanding our capabilities and services.
FIT Aviation Maintenance Department is ready to assist all Piper Cherokee owners with the new proposed AD
mandating installation of inspection panels/doors in order to inspect wing spars for damage. Our Maintenance
Department has the experienced sheet metal staff, knowledge, and equipment to make your aircraft compliant in the
minimum time. We can also IRAN the exhaust tailpipe V-band coupling on turbocharged Bonanzas to comply with
that proposed AD. Please contact Travis Diets, Chief of Maintenance, (321)-674-6517.
Avionics: ADS-B. We have started to receive the first of the new Garmin ADS-B systems and have completed our
first installation. These systems come in a variety of configurations including ADS-B out only, ADS-B out/in both
options can either include a built in WAAS GPS or can take a GPS feed from a GNS430W or GTN series
navigator. The ADS-B in can be displayed on a GTN or on an iPad with an optional wireless connect adapter.
Bendix King KT74. A popular direct slide in replacement for the KT76 series transponder. We have had a few of
these out in the fleet paired with GNS-430Ws for a couple of years with perfect service records. Still the cheapest
ADS-B out solution if you already have a WAAS Navigator.
Stratus ESG finally released! Production numbers have been limited so availability is not yet assured, but we are
prepared to work with a customer who would like to install one of these devices. We're planning to install one in our
Citabria as soon as the units are more readily available and will have more operational data at that time.
New Dealer Status:
Genysis (S-Tec) Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Powerflow Systems Tuned Exhaust Dealer (These really work!)
Garmin Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Avidyne Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Aspen Avionics Authorized Service Center/Dealer

Shop Services:
Routine Inspections and Repairs
Pitot-Static/IFR/Xpder Certifications
Dynamic Prop Balancing
Sheet metal Fabrication and Repair
Corrosion Repair and paint touch up
Aircraft parts
MAPA members are always welcome stop by. Travis Diets, Director of Maintenance, is available for information, to
answer your questions, discuss your options or add you to the schedule: 321-674-6517
FIT Aviation fuel prices. MAPA members receive .25 cents per gallon fuel discount. This is full serve, at your
hangar (south side) or on FIT ramp. For the discount, members must show a current MAPA ID card.
FIT Aviation appreciates all our fuel customers!
FIT Aviation is looking for Piper Warriors or Archers for lease. Interested in a leaseback for your Archer or
Warrior. Contact: Margaret Adamsheck madamsheck@fit.edu or 321-674-6521
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Come fly our Cessna 182! Full IFR with a Garmin 530 and STEC-30
autopilot. Leather interior. Cruise 140-160 MPH. This is a stable, fun
flying aircraft. $100 per flight hour dry. Check us out at
www.aerovalkaria.com for more information on joining our club.

Valkaria Flyers Flying Club is looking for pilots who would like to
own part of an airplane and share in the fun of flying, traveling in your
airplane, partying and fibbing about your flying with other
pilots/owners. We have a 1963 Cherokee 180 with a new engine and
PowerFlow Exhaust (N7207W) based at Valkaria with ADS-B out,
Garmin G5 and a panel mount Garmin GPS 550 Aera with Traffic.
Check us out @ www.valkariaflyers.com and let’s go flying.

CFI Services, Flight Review or knock some rust off. Flat Rate Flight Review for MAPA Members. Contact info,
call/text 321-794-4309 e-mail, knbcfi@gmail.com
The Indian River Flying Club. Fly our Garmin 430 GPS equipped, MLB based C-172 for IFR training or local
sightseeing. Try our C-152 based in Valkaria for low cost training. Or, fly our PA-28, Archer with a Garmin 430 GPS
from MLB for local or long distance flights. Nominal deposit with reasonable monthly dues. Web www.fly-irfc.com
Modine Aviation: Need a Check Ride? CJ Modine is a local FAA Designated Pilot Examiner (DPE). Practical
tests administered at KMLB for Private, Instrument and Commercial ratings (ASEL and
AMEL). Will travel to any local airport if my schedule permits. Travel expenses
additional. Other Examiner services available including Military Pilot conversion,
Remote Pilot, Foreign Pilot conversion, Ground Instructor, Fight Instructor Renewal and
more. Flight Instructor services available for Flight Reviews, Instrument Proficiency
Checks, Transition Training, Insurance required training, local orientation flights for
visiting pilots and a whole lot more! First Responders, Military and current MAPA members get 10% off our already
great rates! Call (321) 604-2438 or visit www.modineaviation.com.
Scott the Fly Guy, LLC. Scott the Fly Guy offers advanced flight training and reviews in your aircraft or in my 1980
Mooney M20J, which is IFR Certified with G-530, autopilot, and HSI at affordable rates; e.g., Flight Reviews,
Instrument Proficiency Checks, Complex checkouts, Commercial and CFI training, Bahamas checkout, and Rusty
Pilot back in the saddle training. Affordable rates. War stories free. Scott Saunders Call or text 321-576-7076
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1401 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-345-3194
Email: info@mlbflight.com
Website: www.mlbflight.com

1389 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-255-9155
Email: customercare@heckair.com
Website: www.heckair.com

1389 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-345-9464
Email: support@fallonpilotshop.com
Website: www.fallonpilotshop.com

Fallon Pilot Shop is a one-stop shop for your aviation supplies and is conveniently located next to
Melbourne Flight Training. We offer a wide selection of the latest pilot training material, cockpit gear, aircraft parts and
consumables, and aviation novelty merchandise. We also offer many valuable “try before you buy” opportunities
including a headset demo program, try-on apparel, and much more. Follow us at @fallonpilotshop or stop by the shop
to see our latest sales and new product announcements. All MAPA Members get 5% off at the Pilot Shop!

Heck Air Aircraft Maintenance is a company dedicated to individualized service, quality, and honesty.
We offer full-service aircraft maintenance including, Airframe Inspections (Annual, 100 hour, 50 hour, etc.), Piston
Engine Repair, Magneto timing check, Spark plug cleaning and testing, Aircraft dry wash and wax, Logbook review,
and much more!

Melbourne Flight Training, Heck Air Aircraft Maintenance, and Fallon Pilot Shop partnered
together to provide the Space Coast a safe, affordable, and reliable flight training experience. Melbourne Flight
Training is open 7 days a week for training or renting. Melbourne Flight Training will provide you with the required
training and individual instruction to assist you in accomplishing all your Aviation Goals!
Services Include:
 Flight Training- Private-Instrument-Commercial-Multi-CFI-Flight Reviews-IPC-ATP
 Cirrus Transition Training- Rent our Cirrus SR20 G2 or Cirrus SR20 G6(Aug. 2020)
 Aircraft Rentals- Our rentals include fuel and an easy check out process.
 Aircraft Management - We offer leaseback opportunities and aircraft management services.
 Fly This Sim FM100 - Instrument Currency, Only $65/hour

FOR SALE - Kenos Sun Shields made for a SR20/22 Cirrus.
Like new in excellent condition with no rips or tears.
New $225. Asking $175 or best offer.
Jim Guida
517-214-6150
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New book release by Col Scott “Rooster” Saunders, USAF (Ret)
Rooster-Fighter Pilot is a riveting story about a boy who had a dream about flying
and lived it out by going to the U.S. Air Force Academy becoming a fighter pilot. He
flew combat in Southeast Asia and air-to-air training in the U.S., Europe, the Middle
East, and Asia. He still flies today, holding a CFI, CFII, and MEI. He was recently
awarded the coveted FAA Wright Brothers Award. He instructs and does Angel
Flights, taking patients to their doctors. To check it out, go to rooster-fighter-pilot
Or click here.

https://store.bookbaby.com/book/rooster-fighter-pilot

MAPA has new caps. They are $10 each and will be available at all MAPA
sponsored events. email@mlbpilots.org

Garmin GPS MAP 696 with yoke mount, XM antenna, extra cigarette lighter plugin cord,
120-volt charger, updated operating software and more. Asking $1150.00.
Call CJ 321.604.2438

MAPA Officers
Ray Liles, President
Bill Werner, VP
Andy Pedersen, Secretary
Rob Terry, Treasurer

Directors
Randy Carmichael
Don Cast
Jim Morris
Dick Peiffer
Jim Schaub
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Newsletter Editor
Dick Peiffer
email@mlbpilots.org
Web Master
Rob Terry
email@mlbpilots.org

